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Briefing
Each camp rolls dice equal to its Commander’s level; the camp that rolls the most Lore symbols takes the first turn.

Special Rules
• Battle Savvy rules are in effect.

• Witch’s Hut rules are in effect. Place 3 Chest tokens on the Witch’s Hut hex at the start of the adventure. A Hero 
may search for hidden treasure in the Witch’s Hut hex (Quest).

• The River is only passable at the bridges and fords.

Scotland - 1314 

Edward the Second, 
King of England, did 

not believe in the tales of the 
supernatural powers of the 
Scottish Moor Witches. 
Yet on his march north to 
confront Robert the Bruce in 
1314, he went to great lengths 
to destroy every small hut and 
village in his path.

WITCH HUNT

Edward II
King of England

 Robert the Bruce
King of Scotland

Victory
Conditions

7
Victory

Conditions

7x3+ x3+

WAR COUNCIL Level 6 WAR COUNCIL Level 6
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Scotland - 1314 

Another river to cross, another 
small hut to burn, but this time 

Edward the Second has gone too far. 
He ordered us to destroy the nearby 
gravesites. Well I, nor any of the 
others, can bring ourselves to do a thing 
like this.Besides, the Bruce’s army 
is deployed just a short distance on the 
other side of the river and would surely 
be upon us with their long spears before 
we could do much damage.

Conditions of Victory
Capture of the majority of river crossings counts as one Victory banner as long as a camp occupies the 
majority of them.

Special Rules (Note: The Hundred Years’ War expansion is necessary for this scenario.)
• Battle Savvy rules are in effect.
• Graveyard and Witch’s Hut rules are in effect. Place 2 Chest tokens on both the Graveyard and Witch’s 
Hut hexes at the start of the adventure. A Hero may search for hidden treasure in the Graveyard and 
Witch’s Hut hexes (Quest). A Hero on the Graveyard at game’s end receives an artifact.
• The River is only passable at the bridges and fords. In addition, there are no movement restrictions at 
the ford sections, which are very shallow.

SEASON Of THE WITCH

Edward II
King of England

 Robert the Bruce
King of Scotland

Victory
Conditions

7
Victory

Conditions

7x3+ x3+
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Scotland - 1314 

The Scots stood before us in their 
battleline with banners flying in 

the wind. Between them and us were 
a small graveyard and yet another hut. 
This hut looked the same as all the 
others we had already put to the torch 
during the march. The graveyard, this 
day, was to be a focal point of the battle, 
and our hero seemed especially interested 
in its capture.

Conditions of Victory
Capture of the Graveyard counts as one Victory banner as long as a camp occupies it.

Special Rules (Note: The Hundred Years’ War expansion is necessary for this scenario.)
• Battle Savvy rules are in effect.
• Graveyard and Witch’s Hut rules are in effect. Place 2 Chest tokens on both the Graveyard and Witch’s 
Hut hexes at the start of the adventure. A Hero may search for hidden treasure in the Graveyard and 
Witch’s Hut hexes (Quest). A Hero on the Graveyard at game’s end receives an artifact.
• The River is only passable at the bridges and fords. In addition, there are no movement restrictions at 
the ford sections, which are very shallow.

gRAVE ADVENTURE

Edward II
King of England

 Robert the Bruce
King of Scotland

Victory
Conditions

7
Victory

Conditions

7x3+ x3+
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Under King John’s orders, 
we advanced forward on 

both sides of the stream. His 
Highness fielded a large force 
of archers and regular infantry 
supported by heavy cavalry.I 
was in the center near the 
bridge when we came upon the 
forces of the Black Prince…

france  - 1356 

Conditions of Victory
A Pennant unit that captures the bridge counts as one Victory banner. As long as 
the Pennant unit remains on the bridge hex, it continues to count toward a Pennant 
victory. If the unit moves off or is eliminated, it no longer counts.
Special Rules
• The entire stream is fordable and stops movement. The stream does not have any 
battle restrictions.
• Battle Savvy rules are in effect.

Edward of 
Woodstock
the Black Prince

 John II of france
the good

THE BRIDgE

Victory
Conditions 6

Victory
Conditions
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We followed the stream north 
for some ime in pursuit of 

the Black Prince until it became a 
larger waterway. Our entire army 
crossed at a ford upstream without 
incident and made camp west of the 
river. The enemy’s camp was just on 
the other side of a few woods, and it 
looked like they would make a stand 
on the morrow.

france - 1356 

Briefing
Each camp rolls dice equal to it’s Commander’s level; the camp that rolls the
most Lore symbols takes the first turn.
Special Rules
• Battle Savvy rules are in effect. 
• Command Tent rules are in effect for both camps. 
• The River is only passable at the ford.
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PURSUIT NORTH

Edward of 
Woodstock
the Black Prince

 John II of france
the good
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Victory
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Special Rules
• Battle Savvy rules are in effect.
• Command Tent rules are in effect for both camps.
• Hero’s Quest – A Hero gains one experience if he captures the enemy’s Command 
Tent. Place a 1-experience Chest token on each camp’s Command Tent hex.
• The River is not passable.

A week later, the two armies 
were again deployed in a line 

of battle just a short distance from 
our last encounter with the Black 
Prince. Not much had changed: 
the river was on our left, the enemy 
had again taken up a rather weak 
defensive position, and our War 
Council’s young apprentice was still 
trying to find his way around.

france - 1356 
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THE LINE Of BATTLE

Edward of 
Woodstock
the Black Prince

 John II of france
the good

Victory
Conditions 6

Victory
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Special Rules
• Battle Savvy rules are in effect.
• Command Tent rules are in effect for both camps.
• Hero’s Quest – A Hero gains one experience and one treasure if he captures 
the enemy’s Command Tent. Place a 1-experience and a 1-treasure Chest token 
on each camp’s Command Tent hex.

The Black Prince’s forces 
are in full retreat again. 

But instead of marching in 
pursuit, the King has ordered 
the army to hold while he 
attends to Kingly matters. 
We really need the rest after 
months of skirmishing with the 
army of the Black Prince.

france - 1356 
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LONg LIVE THE KINg

Edward of 
Woodstock
the Black Prince

 John II of france
the good
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